Via e-mail, 1/11/2011–
Dear Ms. Shekletski,
I am in receipt of your letter of January 7th. Mr. Smith did indeed threaten Ms. Ingold with a
prospective fine of $10,000 if there are any more "complaints of this nature" (meaning folks
having a home funeral and taking business away from the undertakers, no doubt).
The statutes you cited in your letter are all from Title 63, Professions and Occupations.
Legislative intent should be obvious, that if one is in the business of preparing bodies, then one
indeed must be licensed as a funeral director. Let me again copy the definition of funeral
directing:
479.15 A person . . . shall be deemed to be practicing as a funeral director within the meaning
and intent of this act who: (1) holds himself out to the public in any manner as one who is skilled
in the knowledge, science and practice of funeral directing, embalming or undertaking, or who
advertises himself as an undertaker, mortician or funeral director.
One can cook for and feed one's family and guests without a restaurant license. One can cut
family members' hair and give neighbors perms without being a licensed beautician or barber.
Nothing in the complaint suggests that Ms. Ingold was going into the funeral business. She was,
instead, being a loving daughter in the tradition of early Americans.
You may not be aware of the over-saturated funeral market in Pennsylvania. The deathrate could
support 495 full-time funeral homes. But there are 1,664. That means the average funeral home is
lucky to get 1.4 funerals a week. So it's not surprising that some in the industry are threatened by
the growing home funeral movement.
We got natural childbirth from England, we got Hospice from England, and England is way
ahead of us on natural death and burial practices. There is a pediatric oncology nurse in
California who says there is a dramatic difference in the healing when parents who have lost a
child have a hands-on funeral experience. If your interpretation of the law were to prevail, it
would be taking that poignant and therapeutic option away from grieving families. If your
interpretation were to prevail, the Jewish holy societies that bathe and shroud the dead would
have to cease and desist. Likewise it would end the Quaker, the Amish, Mormon, and the Muslim
groups that care for their own dead, too. We would hate to publicize that religious groups in
Pennsylvania have suddenly lost that right.
Please let me know that there has been a re-evaluation and that home funeral families (and
church groups) will face no more threats from the Funeral Board as long as there are no business
transactions. Without that assurance, we will be seeking a remedy in the courts.
Sincerely,
Lisa Carlson

